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DayCare chair, mattress
HMI NO: 100202   |   PRODUCT NO: DSL20000+DSLMADRAS

DayCare chair designed for day surgery departments and dialysis. Used as

therapy chair, examination and treatment chair.

Best seating comfort and many adjustment possibilities. Good handling, with

fold-away and removable armrests. Everything is made resilient for daily use

and can is easy to keep clean. Developed in close collaboration with staff in

hospitals.
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DAYCARE CHAIR, MATTRESS

We are very responsive, if there are good

ideas for improvements. The DayCare chair is

used by hospitals and the healthcare sector.

Used as a transport chair between surgery

and recovery or for prior study of patients. The

couch can be equipped with many

accessories, as it is widely used in many

departments.

Electrical adjustment of all functions of the

chair, such as lift, Trendelenbürg, back, leg,

footrest part

Powder-coated undercarriage

Removable and swing-up armrests

Armrest can be adjusted as a safety rail and

are foldable

Surface cushion of anti-inflammable foam

covered with hard-wearing material

 

We are very responsive, if there are good

ideas for improvements. The DayCare chair is

used by hospitals and the healthcare sector.

Used as a transport chair between surgery

and recovery or for prior study of patients. The

couch can be equipped with many

accessories as it is widely used in many

departments.

 

TECHNICAL DATA

External dimensions with armrests 235 x 70

cm

Cushion surface 210 x 60 cm

Central brake wheels str. 125 mm

Seat height from 57 to 93 cm

Weight 95 kg

Max. Load 200 kg

Electrical voltage 24 V

CE – marked

ADD-ONS

See a list of avaliable spare parts at rehab-

care.dk
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